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Re: Meeting Friday 30.11.18 10am Wythenshawe.
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2018 7:03 PM
From: bruce.lamb bruce.lamb@protonmail.com
To: mike.kane.mp@parliament.uk mike.kane.mp@parliament.uk, michelle7young@gmail.com michelle7young@gmail.com, buchananh@parliament.uk
buchananh@parliament.uk, kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk, info@bankwhistleblower.co.uk
info@bankwhistleblower.co.uk, smealliance2014@gmail.com smealliance2014@gmail.com, mark.anthony.taylor@gmail.com
mark.anthony.taylor@gmail.com
Mike,
All copied..
I cut short the meeting and left as you hadn't read the emails or looked at any of the data or evidence provided. Today was a total waste of my time and im to revert
back to APPG Banking for further discussion.
10 minutes to cover a decade of cover ups and denials isn't long enough till those party to the discussion have a basic understanding of the subject matter to be
discussed by appointment. This was provided.
On starting to cover the ground of banking fraud, analysis to date indicating Rothschild influenced organisations was obviously too much for you as your remarks
about me being Anti Semitic and having Conspiracy theories were an outburst i wouldn't have expected from an MP serving in Parliament representing thousands
of local people. I deal in facts.
Obviously you haven't lived the issues i and my family had to address in the last 11 years and these cover the identification and cover up of systemic fraud from the
top down, personal loss of health, threats to back off or i wouldn't live to tell the tale, loss of finances etc..
I could go on but that isn't the reason i arranged to meet as discussed with Heather Buchanan and yourself 16.10.18. Having said that these issues and
experiences have hardened me to deal with a greater problem that i don't want my children and grandchildren to have to deal with if i were to just give up. For that
matter any parent who loses children or property to a system that no longer serves its people is in its final stages. We will cover that aspect later in this email.
The person who asks the questions of the PM and Treasury has to have a basic understanding of economics, history and cash flow and what constitutes fraud and
how cover ups are being manufactured in the UK. This will not be yourself Mike.
I now have a number of people sending me further evidence that there is knowledge of cover ups with the UK Legal System, Police Enforcement and at Cabinet
and PM level. These are experiences not conspiracy theories. FACT
I make my living usually by identifying cash flow issues in business and conducting Business Analysis addressing constraints and delivery of Project solutions and
Programme Management of technology in corporate's saving many operations millions.
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In order to deal with a systemic growing problem of people forcibly having properties unlawfully taken away and having to acquiesce as they don't have the
knowledge set to deal with the theft of property we've built PAG. http://propertyactiongroup.co.uk this will overcome the issues identified and corruption you are
deeming a conspiracy. It isn't a conspiracy to them and some of them are your constituents.
The knowledge i and others now have will be taught further and the theft of property, finances and where life has been taken will be exposed.
I've been doing similar work with Legal Quest as i have a knowledge set you can only learn through experience.
You have a major fraud issue in the Treasury and HMRC. This is one of the sites i operate https://mortgagesecuritisationclaims.co.uk/
I operate this for Legal Quest who are Legal Loss adjusters. This "conspiracy" is robbing the "Public Coffers" of Billions. FACT.
History will dictate what is a conspiracy and what is truth and what is a cover up. The truth will always come out. I can quite easily spot a cover up. Ive exposed a
few in corporates. So now can many MPs'. This is the same principle.
I have worked for Banks and in Banks doing company turn around's and getting businesses back on track again, I managed the last x25/ frame relay network
implementation for the Bank of England for Cable & Wireless Feb - April 1998/99.
I know how banking works to protocol level in the square mile.. FACT.
On the point of Rothschild influence in Banks in fact it goes beyond the 9/10 indicated through the fraud in my analysis, i can prove and passed over which you did
not bother to read yet stated were conspiracy theories.
By admission in their own Annual 2017 Report they operate not one bank as you told me but provide 1039 Banking consultants 212 are MD's of Banks in 40
Countries. Page 12.
https://www.rothschildandco.com/flippingBooks/EN_Annual_Report/files/ass/basic-html/page-12.html#
There are a handful of central banks globally they dont control. These you will generally find in war zones, for further facts i suggest reading or watching anything by
John Perkins author of Confessions of an Economic Hitman.
https://youtu.be/XWuAct1BxHU This is the how to commit economic fraud on a country that cant defend its position. Hopefully the UK will.
This is happening here starting with SMEs & Investors in the non regulated products sector. Also at the Treasury and HMRC. This is an Inside Job.
https://www.thegreatbritishmortgageswindle.net/ https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/ refer to SME Alliance for further specific case histories. Im sure they will
update you.
In my own experience 2000 investors over paid £30-40,000 per property over 5000 properties. Evidence to transaction level. No redress by FSA, FCA Economic
Fraud Units.. This issue now lies at Treasury HMRC level cover up. FACT
£400 Million in frauds in property, storage and car parking.. Guy "Toby Whittaker" is wandering around enjoying life when some committed suicide and many lost
homes, pensions, many made bankrupt. FACT
In the MP emails you will see many House members are now aware of the systemic issues and cover
ups. https://1drv.ms/f/s!ApCwWYmI_p2DhbBzA_zs8UhoSCjNQw
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I lead two group actions in the past representing many who are now bankrupt or pensions lost. Once again a number of these were your constituents. A number had
to move away.
All Banks in the Dylan Harvey debacle were under control of Rothschilds. Evidence of misconduct at enquiry level now confirmed similar experienced by SME
Alliance members
https://www.bankwhistleblower.co.uk/
https://www.bankwhistleblower.co.uk/victim-stories
Watch Ronald Bernards testimony to understand who and what we are dealing with. ITNJ link below.
Through the Bilderberg Group which was set up in 1954 the sphere of Rothschild influence is greater with extended families and corporations.
https://www.zerohedge.com/sites/default/files/images/user5/imageroot/2016/06/04/bilderberg%20group_1.jpg
A conspiracy theory is something that cant be backed up with Facts or evidence, Anti semitism is hostility to the Jewish nation and Judaism..
Neither of these labels do i align myself with. I have had a number of Jewish friends over the years. But they dont commit White Collar Fraud on a massive scale to
the best of my knowledge.
Nor am i overpaying £80,000 in mortgage costs to anyone apart from Deutsche Bank and Bank of America, which i will now be billing back to the UK Treasury plus
interest and a Cover up fee based on my day rate for 11 years.
I will copy APPG Banking with my fee schedule so i don't go below City of London market rates. Fraud is Fraud not faith and im neither what you labelled me.
Remember that.
We need MP's who understand there is an issue and will talk with ITNJ as the problems you are experiencing it appears as many are in denial of there being a
problem at all.
The UK public deserve better as what im experiencing is a total farce.
The cement holding all this together is the fact that Judges, some MP's and Police forces are compromised or benefit through their knowledge of who is doing what
with whom.
Through bilateral agreements no evidence is allowed to be brought through to conclusion and expose the individuals concerned.
This is mainly in the Child Trafficking and Paedophile network areas. Source documents already provided.
To back this up i suggest someone in authority engages with Michelle Young (Copied) who is an authority on this subject and reviews the ITNJ online testimonies of
expert witnesses.
These range from Police Commissioner Anthony Stansfeld to Michelles case, with testimonies of International Judiciary and indiiduals that seek to get the world
back on track..
Testimonies for review.
Main site: https://www.itnj.org/ https://commission.itnj.org/
International Banker Ronald Bernard: https://youtu.be/EyNlhuCJPTo
Anthony Stansfeld : https://youtu.be/XRS-pum5ovA
Michelle: https://youtu.be/sb82ZlmR3kE
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I hope APPG, Heather can communicate with William Wragg as i believe him to be of the calibre required and honorable and i will arrange a meeting with him if
within protocol. Thanks
Bruce

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
On Monday, November 26, 2018 4:43 PM, bruce.lamb <bruce.lamb@protonmail.com> wrote:
Mike,
Reference our meeting 30.11.18 10am.
The two Tangent links below cover content we will discuss on Friday.
This information is with APPG Banking, SME Alliance and ITNJ also. ITNJ https://commission.itnj.org/
Ultimately we are looking for non compromised MPs to work alongside ITNJ to sort the deeper corruption issues in Parliament, our Legal System and Police
Forces..
Scam analysis Dylan Harvey: https://1drv.ms/f/s!ApCwWYmI_p2DhbBzA_zs8UhoSCjNQw
http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2018/11/09/The-Big-Picture---Really
http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2018/11/21/The-Big-Picture---Really-Part-2
My introduction to this debacle in 2006 - 2009 was as one of 2000 investors purchasing 5000 North West so called investments each over valued £30-£40k
each. Evidence provided of method used.
Now this is UK North West Sub Prime markets and this is systemic, as ive found when working with MSC. http://mortgagesecuritisationclaims.co.uk I run this
for Legal Quest.
Rigged RMBS markets set for future collapse and peoples pension failures. 2008 was a rehearsal for the major crash as addressed incorrectly the first time
round. True route cause still fully operational.
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The lack of investigation by regulators and Police when analysis undertaken and submitted is a common trait, SMEA members have identified the same
issues.
Taking good businesses and investors down through economic over valuation and underhand financial tactics also premeditated business and finance theft is
systemic.
Many now are bankrupt, financially cleaned out or greatly out of pocket, family lives ruined. Property or Pensions lost etc.. Redress required. ITNJ proposed
remedy model as a solution.
https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/the-great-bank-heist-explained
As we discussed 16.10.18 all evidence points to the Treasury and HMRC and those covering up.
Evidence dictates this was a tactical move by Rothschild backed bankers in collusion with bent, easily lead, business operators and those in a position of
power looking to cover up as they are compromised or will benefit through association.
Reciprocal deals struck to cover up, also individuals compromised through "Black Book Tactics" Names listed in Epstein link below also on Rains list data on
blog.
If you Google, Dylan Harvey Group, Toby Whittaker or Groupfirst, Storefirst, Parkfirst and you will get the picture at street level of my experiences.
Nothing ever done, lives shattered, marriages broken and unfortunately some people take their own lives.
Whittaker has benefit from an estimated £400 Million in scams not put away as hes protected via family Police force connections and the Banks who make
more for providing the finance vehicles and benefit from incorrect use of financial instruments?
From analysis completed, its the same Bank related businesses every time. HSBC, Lloyds, RBS, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, Credit
Suisse, Barclays, UBS, Deutsche Bank, Santander, Wells Fargo.
Unscrupulous tactics, threatening behaviour, when perpetrators questioned and zero redress in the UK legal system.
As identified by many the FSA then FCA resource serves as a protection racket for White Collar Criminals .
A standard example of Issues with Judges and Police and political figures can be found here.. data thanks to Mark Taylor
https://youtu.be/QuIbbGjDjHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6tckLqbQnc
http://www.shyreman.com/
Online sample of the Jeffrey Epstein Black Book described in the video.
https://gawker.com/here-is-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-epsteins-little-b-1681383992
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Between a few people we have the lists where you can start to redress although i feel it will be outside intervention required to make a true impact at the
correct level.
Brexit does come into this equation as you will see when looking at the materials provided. Its part of the bigger picture.
Hence, ITNJ contact copied, Michelle Young. A meeting between ITNJ officials and MP representatives being the step to remedy.
Lets discuss. Look forward to meeting again. Thanks
Bruce
07976 302068
Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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